RECN White Allies' and Accomplices’ Statement in Response to the Racist Murders of George
Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and so many more. #BlackLivesMatter. #SayTheirNames
‘It comes as a great shock to discover the country which is your birthplace and to which you owe your life
and your identity has not in its whole system of reality evolved any place for you.’ - James Baldwin
AS WHITE ALLIES WE RECOGNIZE:
That racism harms us all. Violence and abuse, whether perpetrators, victims or resistors - traumatizes
ALL of us - particularly our BIPoC [ Black Indigenous People of Color ];
Our students, families and educators of color do not and have not felt safe in our streets, public spaces,
classrooms and our schools, and this is due to White Supremacy;
It is our responsibility to do our own research and use our own emotional labor to understand racism, and
to create space for BIPoC to share their stories and truths whenever possible;
That as white people steeped in a culture of White Supremacy, we too have been complicit in
implementation of racist policies in our public schools;
Our own racist stories include engaging in blatant overt racism and implicit bias, and we own our actions
and inactions. We will tell our own racist stories to model for our White Allies to join us;
We all fall somewhere on the continuum of racism and that we have work to do to become abolitionist
educators and anti-racists;
Our own teaching, textbooks, classroom libraries, curriculum and discipline methods - have added to
creating a racist society that has led us to this horrific, yet transformative opportunity;
That wealth inequality is inherently racist stemming from our nation’s founding and that standardized
testing is partly responsible for perpetuating economic oppression for BIPoC.
Paul Gorski states, “The hard truth is that racial equity cannot be achieved with an obsessive commitment
to ‘meeting people where they are’ when ‘where they are’ is fraught with racial bias and privilege.”
We recognize we have been trying to meet other white people ‘where they are’ and thereby have
extended permission for these atrocities to continue. Clearly this has not worked or we would not be
where we are as a society today. We are asking White Allies to step forward to move beyond their
comfort zones now.

We choose transformation over perpetuation.
•

Remove ALL racist building and district policies, including discipline policies that dehumanize our
BIPoC students, families and educators.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

End all racist high stakes testing including the Smarter Balanced Assessment, EdTPA, iReady,
STAR, MAP, WA KIDS, and WA AIM testing.
Develop a transformative program to recruit, educate, mentor and retain BIPoC educators with a
goal to more closely match school demographics.
Provide complete budget transparency on the line item costs of all police expenses in our
schools/SROs and to defund these racist disciplinarian and surveillance dollars to fund
counselors and nurses, not cops.
Develop school-wide social events to establish safe relationships between anti-racist white allies
and educators of color, expanding these to BIPoC families, district and community groups,
creating permanent relationships and valuing of our beloved BIPoC.
Provide professional counseling support to all BIPoC students and educators who have
experienced trauma due to racist policies or treatment in our public schools.
Enact a Restorative Justice policy to replace suspension, expulsion and incarceration of BIPoC
with exceptions limited to extreme violence.
Enact policy that ensure those who are contributing to Anti-Racist work are no longer bullied and
intimidated by district and administrators to maintain White Supremacy.

W.E.B du Bois said, “Don’t work toward an antiracist world just for the benefit of black people. If you are
doing it just for us, stop now; it’s not sustainable and it’s not real.”
Therefore, as the White allies of the Rainier Educators of Color Network (RECN), we demand of
our local district principals, administrators, superintendents and school boards the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commit our schools and playgrounds to become Anti-Racist Zones.
Commit to professional development to achieve becoming Anti-Racist Zones as the #1 priority of
School Improvement goals.
Provide mandatory anti-racism training approved by our BIPoC educators for all white staff
working in our schools to reach the School Improvement Goal.
Provide professional development to all educators and engage RECN’s Core Team in the
development of Ethnic Studies curriculum.
Develop Equity Teams in each district building that become Ethnic Studies leaders in our schools,
decolonizing and humanizing all district curriculum across all subjects.
Immediate formation of Anti-Racist White Ally Teams in each school to begin the work of
discussions with white educators/families on the task of culture transformation.
Defund the police in schools/SRO’s and comply with the demands of #BlackLivesMatterAtSchool:
1) End “zero tolerance” discipline, and implement restorative justice 2) Hire more black teachers
3) Mandate black history and ethnic studies in K-12 curriculum 4) Fund counselors not cops

As White Allies, we will engage with BIPoC from our community and schools to review, analyze and make
this work the priority it needs to be because we should want to live in a world that makes it possible for all
people to feel safe and to feel valued as human beings.
We ask other White allies to recognize we ALL benefit from dismantling institutional racism and hope you
will sign on to our demands.
We ask that you read and commit to using some of these Anti-Racism Resources (Updated frequently).
We, the undersigned, believe in these statements and commit to transforming our schools into
Anti-Racist Zones,
Susan DuFresne, White Ally of the RECN Core Team
Julianna K. Dauble, White Ally of the RECN Core Team

Joanne Barber, White Ally of the RECN Core Team
Sara Jerger, RECN White Ally
Christina Konze, RECN White Ally
Julie Kastien, RECN White Ally
John Mallory, RECN White Ally
Jennifer Bathelt, RECN White Ally
Robin Goldberg, RECN White Ally
Amanda Mell, RECN White Ally
Miriam Hogley, RECN White Ally
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